TGR EDU: CREATE

International STEM Studio Application
What is International STEM Studio?
International STEM Studio is a unique opportunity for educators
from around the world to come together and learn how to make
their classrooms active, student-centered environments. The 10-day
STEM Studio will be held at TGR Foundation’s Learning Lab in
Anaheim, California. Educators will engage in hands-on activities
that promote active engagement and encourage critical thinking in
their students.

Who should apply?
Educators that have had success in their teaching careers and
are ready to develop a hands-on, minds-on teaching approach
for their students are ideal applicants. The primary content
focus of this training is Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics (STEM). Applicants should either have experience
in STEM teaching or will be teaching STEM classes at their school
in the near future.

Why should you attend?
A unique aspect of this training includes developing an action plan to ensure you are able to apply what you learn at
International STEM Studio at your own school. TGR Foundation is committed to supporting educators in achieving this
transfer of teaching practice, for themselves and other educators at their school. We will prepare you to make a positive
impact on the learning at your school!

Example Schedule of International STEM Studio
Day 1: Introduction to active, student-centered teaching
Day 2: Choose from different hands-on STEM activities
Day 3: Develop hands-on STEM unit and get peer feedback
Day 4: Leading the change for active, STEM teaching
Days 5 and 6: Exploring the world of STEM in Southern California
Day 7: Introduction to STEM Excellence Pathway
Day 8: Complete STEM learning self-assessment and action plan
Day 9: Transferring activities to fit home school
Day 10: Presentation of final action plans and closing
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For over 20 years, TGR Foundation has been unwavering advocates for the transformative power of education. We have
a universal vision: giving students in need the right resources for lifelong success in school, their communities and the
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